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Abstract
Gossiping and broadcasting are two problems of information dissemination described in a
group of individuals connected by a communication network. In broadcasting, one individual
has an item of information and needs to communicate it to everyone else. In gossiping, every
person in the network knows a unique item of information and needs to communicate it to
everyone else. Those two communication patterns nd their main applications in the eld of
interconnection networks for parallel and distributed architecture. After reviewing some of the
main results that have been obtained on these problems, we give new properties concerning
gossiping, mainly about the structure of the networks with n nodes gossiping in minimum time
and their minimum number, G(n), of communication links. These properties lead to new bounds
for G(n) in the general case, and in particular when 16n632. Moreover, for some values of n
(namely n = 15; 24; 28), we show the exact value of G(n). c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Broadcasting and gossiping are two problems of information dissemination described
in a group of individuals connected by a communication network. In broadcasting (resp.
gossiping), one vertex (resp. every vertex) knows a piece of information and needs
to transmit it to everyone else. A parallel | or distributed | architecture will be
modelled by a graph, where vertices will represent processors | or computers | and
edges will represent communication links. We shall consider a constant time, 1-port,
and full-duplex model, i.e.:
 each message sent from one node to its neighbour takes one time unit;
 each vertex can only communicate with one of its neighbours at the same time;
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 if an edge joins a vertex u to a vertex v, then the communication takes place both
from u to v and from v to u.
Such a model is represented by undirected and connected graphs without loops or
multiple edges.
Broadcasting, also called one-to-all, refers to sending an item of information from
one particular node to every other in the graph. The term b(G) will denote the minimum
amount of time necessary to broadcast in the graph G from any vertex v, or the
broadcast time of G. If one considers the complete graph Kn, it is quite obvious that
b(Kn)= dlog2 ne, since the number of informed vertices can at most double every time
unit. Let bn be this value of b(Kn). A broadcast graph will denote any graph able to
broadcast in bn time units. It is not necessary though to consider Kn to get a broadcast
graph. We then call a minimum broadcast graph | or MBG | any broadcast graph
with a minimum number of edges, which will be denoted by B(n).
Gossiping, also called all-to-all, refers to the information dissemination problem that
exists when each member of a set of n individuals knows a unique piece of information
and must transmit it to every other person. Note that in our model, information pieces
are cumulated by each vertex. Hence, when communicating, each vertex sends all the
informations it knows; this takes one time unit since we consider a constant time model.
The term g(G) will denote the minimum amount of time necessary to gossip in the
graph G, or the gossip time of G. First of all, it is obvious that b(G)6g(G)62 b(G),
since gossiping requires at least broadcasting, and since gossiping can be seen as
broadcasting followed by a gathering of the information of each vertex. Moreover,
Knodel [5] has proved that the gossip time in the complete graph Kn is:
 dlog2 ne for even n;
 dlog2 ne+ 1 for odd n.
Such a graph, able to gossip in dlog2 ne for even n (resp. in dlog2 ne + 1 for odd
n) is called a gossip graph, and gn will denote its gossip time. As for broadcasting, it
is not necessary to consider Kn to get a gossip graph. A minimum gossip graph | or
MGG | will then denote any gossip graph with a minimum number of edges. This
number of edges is denoted by G(n).
Remark 1. We will always use from now on the abbreviations ‘MBG’ to refer to a
minimum broadcast graph and ‘MGG’ to refer to a minimum gossip graph.
This paper presents new results on graphs performing gossiping in minimum time
and with a minimum number of edges. Those new results mainly concern the structure
of such graphs, and consequently give new (upper and lower) bounds for their size,
both in the general case and for some specic values.
In the next section, we give some denitions and notations necessary to tackle the
question, before reviewing quickly the main results known so far. Section 3 is devoted
to the study of the structure of minimum gossip graphs, which will give lower bounds
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for their size in the general case. Similarly, Section 4 gives upper bounds on the size
of minimum gossip graphs. Finally, Section 5 presents new results and=or bounds for
some specic cases, while Section 6 provides a quick summary of the results obtained
in this paper.
2. Denitions and known results
2.1. Denitions and notations
The term MBGn (resp. MGGn) will be used to denote a minimum broadcast graph
(resp. minimum gossip graph) of order n.
Let A and B be two adjacent vertices of a graph G. AB will denote the edge joining
A to B as well as the set of time units when this edge is used. We say that this set of
time units labels AB. jABj will denote the cardinality of the set AB, i.e. the number of
communication steps between A and B during gossiping.
Similarly, A will denote the vertex A as well as the piece of information it contains
before gossiping takes place.
The term pendent edge denotes an edge AB joining a vertex A of degree 1 to the rest
of the graph. Let B be of degree q. The pendent edge AB will be called a (1; q)-type
edge.
We use the term bridge to denote an edge AB such that its deletion disconnects the
graph.
We say that a vertex A is an expert of the graph G when it knows all the information
contained in each of the vertices of G.
Note also that in the following, in order to avoid (formally possible but in fact)
unessential cases, we will suppose that during gossiping, no edge is used in two con-
secutive rounds, because the second one is redundant.
Let us now consider a graph G with n vertices. What we want to know is whether
this graph allows gossiping in t time units or not. Most of the time, we know dierent
characteristics of G, such as the degree(s) of one or several vertex (vertices) of G, or
the labelling of some of its edges, or even both.
In order for G to gossip in t time units, it is necessary that each vertex of G is able
to broadcast in t time units, especially vertices for which hypothesis are made.
Denition 1 (t-maximum broadcast trees (t−MBT)). We denote by t-maximum broad-
cast tree, or t-MBT rooted in A, a tree rooted in A, which, following the hypothesis
made about the vertices and edges of G, allows broadcasting of A’s information to a
maximum number of vertices in t time units.
Example. Let us suppose we have a graph G of order 15, that we would like to be
MGG15, where we have a vertex A of degree 1 such that the edge AB joins A to the rest
of the graph. Moreover, let us suppose that B is of degree 3. If we build the 5-MBT
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Fig. 1. Example of a 5-MBT.
rooted in A, we get the tree shown in Fig. 1, which has 14 vertices. Consequently,
under those hypothesis, A cannot broadcast in 5 time units to the rest of the graph.
Which means that at least one of the above hypothesis is wrong.
In order for G to gossip within t time units, it is also necessary that all the vertices
of G can be informed of the content of each other vertex in t time units. This is also
true for the vertices about which some hypothesis are made.
Denition 2 (t-reverse broadcast trees (t−RBT)). We denote by t-reverse broadcast
tree, or t-RBT rooted in A, a tree rooted in A, which, following the hypothesis made
about the vertices and edges of G, gathers in A the information of a maximum number
of vertices in t time units.
Remark 2.
 t-MBTs and t-RBTs are symmetrical with respect to the labellings, i.e. it is possible
to get a t-RBT rooted in A isomorphic to a t-MBT rooted in A by replacing each
label mA1A2 of the t-MBT on the edge A1A2 by the label rA1A2 = t + 1− mA1A2 .
 A necessary condition for a graph to be a MGGn is that its t-MBTs and t-RBTs
rooted in each of its vertices all have n or more vertices. However, this is obviously
not a sucient condition, because it does not take into account neither the number
of edges of the graph nor the possible incompatibilities between the labels of the
t-MBTs and t-RBTs.
Remark 3. Since the gossip time gn of a graph G of order n is closely related to the
value dlog2 (n)e, it is natural to consider n between two consecutive powers of 2. For
clarity reasons, we will always consider n in the interval 2p−1<n62p, that is gn=p
for even n and gn = p+ 1 for odd n.
In that case, since no confusion could arise, we will always refer to MBTs and RBTs
instead of gn-MBTs and gn-RBTs.
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2.2. Known results
Property 1. For all even n, G(n)>B(n).
Proof. Whatever the order of the graph is, gossiping requires broadcasting. Therefore,
as gossip and broadcast times are the same for all even n, the number of edges in a
MGG must be superior to the number of edges in a MBG.
Theorem 1 (Farley et al. [3]). For all n= 2p; B(n) = p2p−1.
Theorem 2 (Dinneen et al. [1]). For all n=2p− 2 (p>3); B(n)= (p− 1)(2p−1− 1).
Property 2. Labahn [6] In a n-vertices tree Tn, the gossip time g(Tn) is such that
g(Tn)>2dlog2 ne − 1:
Theorem 3 (Labahn [7]). For all n= 2p; G(n) = p2p−1.
For all n= 2p − 2 (p>4); G(n) = (p− 1)(2p−1 − 1):
For all n= 2p − 4 (p>6); G(n) = (p− 1)(2p−1 − 2).
3. Lower bounds for G (n)
3.1. Structure of a MGGn
Theorem 4. In a MGGn:
(1) For all even n (n>4); there is no bridge.
(2) For all odd n (n>5); the only bridges that can exist are pendent edges AB.
Moreover; f1; gngAB.
Proof. Let AB be a bridge dividing the graph G in G1 and G2. Suppose that AB =
ft1; : : : ; tkg where 16t1<t2   <tk6gn. Let ti (resp. tj) be the smallest label on AB
such that A (resp. B) knows all the information of G1 (resp. G2) within ti − 1 (resp.
tj − 1) time units at most. Let a= jV (G1)j and b= jV (G2)j, where a+ b= n, and let
us suppose, w.l.o.g., that a>dn=2e. Owing to the broadcast times of each Gi, we have
the following four inequalities:
 ti − 1>dlog2 ae (I1) and gn − ti>dlog2 be (I2);
 tj − 1>dlog2 be (I3) and gn − tj>dlog2 ae (I4).
Adding, for instance, (I1) to (I2) gives gn>dlog2 ae+ dlog2 be+ 1. (I5).
Suppose rst that n is even (n>4). Then (I5) becomes: gn>log2 a + log2 b +
1>log2 ab+ 1>log2 (n− 1) + 1, since a+ b= n. This implies gn>dlog2 (n− 1)e+ 1
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since gn is an integer, and since n is even (n>4), we have gn>dlog2 ne + 1. Hence
there is a contradiction, since we know by denition that gn = dlog2 ne.
Now let n be odd, and let us distinguish three cases:
 b = 1, that is BA is a pendent edge. Then (I5) becomes dlog2 ne>dlog2 (n − 1)e,
which is true for any n. In that case, the four inequalities above lead to two cases:
 If n 6= 2p−1 + 1, we get tj61 and ti>gn by inequalities (I1) to (I4);
 If n=2p−1+1, we get tj62 and ti>gn−1, by inequalities (I1) to (I4). This leads
to four possible labelling schemes for the pendent edge BA. However, since we
supposed n>5, that is gn>4, we know that tj < ti. In that case, the two following
inequalities hold:
{ a62gn−tj − 2gn−ti (I6) since A must broadcast in G1 the information given by
B but cannot communicate to vertices of G1 during round ti;
{ a62ti−1 − 2tj−1 (I7), since A must gather the information from G1 but cannot
communicate to vertices of G1 during round tj;
Note that in this case, a= n− 1 = 2p−1. We recall also that gn = p+ 1. It is easy
to see that if tj = 2, then (I6) yields a62p−1 − 1. Similarly, if ti = gn − 1, then (I7)
yields a62p−1 − 1 too. Hence the only possible case is tj = 1 and ti = gn.
 b = 2. In that case, (I5) becomes dlog2 ne>dlog2 (n − 2)e + 1, which is true only
for n = 2p−1 + 1. Let V (G2) = fB; B1g. Then BB1 is a pendent edge and, as seen
above, we have f1; gngBB1. Moreover, inequalities (I1) to (I4) yield tj = 2 and
ti= gn− 1. However, the MBT rooted in B1 in that case holds 2p−1 vertices for any
n>5. Hence, that case is impossible.
 36b6(n− 1)=2. In that case, (I5) becomes dlog2 ne>dlog2 (n+ 1)e+ 1, which is
false for any n.
Consequently, if there is a bridge AB in a MGGn where n is odd (n>5), then it is a
pendent edge; moreover, f1; gngAB.
Corollary 1. In a MGGn (n>4):
 there is no (1; 2)-type edge;
 two vertices of degree 1 cannot be adjacent to the same vertex.
Theorem 5. In a MGGn:
1. For all even n (n>6); if there is a vertex A of degree 2 with incident edges AB
and AC; then f1; gngAB [ AC.
2. For all odd n (n>9); if 3  2p−2 + 16n62p − 1 and if there is a vertex A of
degree 2 with incident edges AB and AC; then f1; gngAB [ AC.
Proof. Let us suppose rst that n is even. It is well known that, for any even n, every
vertex is active during the rst and last round (note that this can be easily veried
using MBTs and RBTs). Consequently, if a vertex A is of degree 2 with neighbours
B and C, then it must satisfy f1; gngAB [ AC.
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Now suppose n odd and 1 62 AB[AC. Then the MBT rooted in A holds 32gn−3+1
vertices. Which means that, for all n>3 2gn−3 + 3, this is impossible (we recall that
gn = p + 1 when n is odd). In the case n= 3 2gn−3 + 1, since we supposed n> 8,
it is not dicult to see that A must be active after round 3 (otherwise it could gather
information from no more than seven vertices). Taking this into account, we see that
the MBT rooted in A then holds strictly less than n vertices. Hence A communicates
during the rst round. Analogously, thanks to the RBT rooted in A, we prove that
gn 2 AB [ AC.
Theorem 6. For all even n such that (2d − 1)2p−d6n62p with 26d6p− 2; there
is no vertex of degree less than or equal to d in a MGGn.
Proof. First, we recall that gn = p for such values of n. We also note that since n
is even, there is no vertex of degree 1 in a MGGn (by Theorem 4). Suppose now
that we have a vertex A of degree e with 26e6d, and let the Ai, i 2 f1; : : : ; eg be
the neighbours of A. Then the MBT rooted in A holds jV (MBT)j= (2e − 1)2gn−e + 1
vertices. Clearly, this is only possible when e= d and n= (2d − 1)2p−d. In that case,
let us suppose that one of the edges AAi (16i6d) is such that i 62 AAi. The MBT
rooted in A then holds jV (MBT)j=2gn − 2gn−d−1− 2gn−i+1 vertices, which is strictly
less than n for all i since i6d6gn − 2.
Consequently, i2AAi for any i2f1; 2; : : : ; dg. Symmetrically, thanks to the RBT
rooted in A, we show that the edges incident on A are necessarily labelled with
gn; gn − 1; : : : ; gn − d + 1. As gn>d + 2, time units gn and (gn − 1), at least, are
distinct from 1; 2 : : : ; d. Then the MBT rooted in A holds (2d − 1)2gn−d − 2 vertices,
which is strictly less than n.
Consequently, any MGGn with (2d − 1)2p−d6n62p cannot hold any vertex of
degree less than or equal to d.
Theorem 7. For all odd n (n>13); if 32p−2 +16n62p−1, there is no (1,3)-type
edge in a MGGn.
Proof. First, we recall that gn=p+1 since n is odd. We also recall that we supposed
n>13, that is gn>5. Let us suppose we have a (1,3)-type edge AB, where A is the
vertex of degree 1 and B1 and B2 the two other neighbours of B. Theorem 4 yields
that f1; gngAB. The MBT rooted in A has then jV (MBT)j= 3 2gn−3 + 2 vertices.
Because n is odd, the only possible case is when n= 3 2gn−3 + 1.
In that case, let us suppose that 2 62 BB1 [ BB2. The MBT rooted in A then
has jV (MBT)j = 3  2gn−4 + 2 vertices, which is strictly less than n for any gn>4.
Analogously, suppose 3 62 BB1 [ BB2. Then the MBT rooted in A holds jV (MBT)j =
5 2gn−4 + 2, which is also strictly less than n for any gn>5.
Symmetrically, using the RBTs rooted in A, we prove that (gn − 1) 2 BB1 [ BB2.
Since we supposed gn>5, we know that gn − 1> 3, and the MBT rooted in A then
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Fig. 2. MBT rooted in A.
Fig. 3. MBT rooted in A.
holds 3 2p−2 vertices. Hence there cannot be any (1; 3)-type edge in a MGGn where
n>13 is odd and n>3 2p−2 + 1.
Theorem 8. For all even n (n>8 and n 6= 2gn−1 +2); two vertices of degree 2 cannot
be adjacent in a MGGn.
Proof. Suppose we have two vertices of degree 2 adjacent, A and B, and A1 (resp.
B1) is the other vertex adjacent to A (resp. B). We know by Theorem 5 that 1 and gn
label the edges adjacent to A and B. Let us suppose 1 2 AB. As shown in Fig. 2, the
MBT rooted in A has jV (MBT)j=2gn−1 +2 vertices. Since we supposed n>2gn−1 +4,
this case is impossible.
Hence, 1 2 AA1 and 1 2 BB1. Analogously, thanks to the RBT rooted in A, we also
have gn 2 AA1 and gn 2 BB1.
Now let  (resp. ) be the smallest label on AA1 (resp. BB1) such that  6= 1 (resp.
 6= 1). Consequently, >3 and >3, because we supposed we exclude redundant
communications, that is consecutive rounds on the same edge. Then, the MBTs rooted
in A (as shown in Fig. 3) and B, respectively, hold:
 jV (MBTA)j= 2gn−1 − 2gn− + 2gn− + 2 vertices;
 jV (MBTB)j= 2gn−1 + 2gn− − 2gn− + 2 vertices.
Consequently, n can at most be equal to 2gn−1 + 2, namely when  = . However,
this is not enough since we considered n>2gn−1 + 4.
Hence there cannot be any two vertices of degree 2 adjacent for any even n with
n>8 and n 6= 2gn−1 + 2.
Theorem 9. For all odd n; if 3  2p−2 + 16n62p − 1 with p>4; a vertex of
degree 2 is adjacent to at least one vertex of degree 3 or more in a MGGn.
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Fig. 4. RBT (left) and MBT (right) rooted in A.
Proof. Assume that in a MGGn, with n as above, we have a vertex A of degree 2
with both its neighbours, B and C, of degree 2. Let B1 (resp. C1) be the neighbour
of B (resp. C) which is not A. By Theorem 5, we know that A, B and C must be
adjacent to an edge labelled by gn. Hence, necessarily gn 2 BB1 [ CC1. Moreover, if
we suppose gn − 1 62 BB1 [CC1, then the RBT rooted in A, as shown in Fig. 4 (left),
holds 2gn−2 + 3 vertices, which is strictly less than n since we supposed gn>5. Hence
we also have gn − 1 2 BB1 [ CC1.
Now, if we build the MBT rooted in A, as shown in Fig. 4 (right), we see that it
holds 3 2gn−3 vertices, which is strictly less than n. Hence this is impossible, and B
and C cannot both be of degree 2.
3.2. Lower bounds for G(n)
Proposition 1. For all n>4; G(n)>n.
Proof. As all MGGs are connected, we know that G(n)>n − 1 for all n. Moreover,
Property 2 yields gn>2dlog2 ne − 1 in a tree for all n. As gn = dlog2 ne for even n
and gn = dlog2 ne + 1 for odd n, we show that trees cannot be MGGs for any n>4.
Consequently, G(n) 6= n− 1.
Proposition 2. For all even n such that 2p − 2d6n62p with p>d + 2; G(n)>
(p− d+ 1)n=2.
Proof. As seen in Theorem 6, there cannot be any vertex of degree less than or equal
to (p− d) in a MGGn for such values of n; hence the result.
Theorem 10. For all even n such that 2p−2d+26n62p with 36d6p−1; G(n)>
dn(2(p− d) + 3)=4e.
Proof. Let us rst prove the following Lemma, which will lead directly to the proof
of the theorem.
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Fig. 5. MBT rooted in A.
Lemma 1. For all even n such that 2p−2d+26n62p with 36d6p−1; if a vertex
A of a MGGn is of degree (p − d + 1); then the vertex B such that 1 2 AB is of
degree at least (p− d+ 2).
Proof. First, we recall that any vertex of a MGGn must communicate during rounds
1 and gn when n is even. Theorem 6 also yields that, for such values of n, there is no
vertex of degree less than or equal to (p−d). If we then consider a vertex A of degree
(p−d+1), and if we suppose the vertex B such that 1 2 AB is of degree (p−d+1)
too, then the MBT rooted in A, as shown in Fig. 5 holds 2p − 2d + 2 vertices. Hence
this is only possible for n = 2p − 2d + 2. We also know that A must communicate
at round gn = p. It is then easy to see that this is only possible if gn 2 AB, since
otherwise the MBT rooted in A would hold no more than 2p − 2d + 1 vertices. When
gn 2 AB, however, we prove that necessarily A must also communicate at round gn−1
(owing the RBT rooted in A). Since we supposed d>3 (that is p − 1>d− p + 1),
this leads to a MBT rooted in A with 2p − 2d vertices.
Owing to the previous lemma, let us now prove the theorem. We have indeed
2G(n) =
P
x2V deg x =
P
12AB deg A+ degB>n=2  ((p − d + 1) + (p − d + 2)),
hence G(n)>dn(2(p− d) + 3)=4e.
Remark 4. Note that Labahn [7] gave a lower bound of n=2(dlog2(n)e−dlog2(2dlog2(n)e+
4 − n)e + 2) for any even n>2dlog2(n)e + 2 − 2bdlog2(n)e=2c. Note also that this bound,
though less general than the one of Theorem 10, gives better results when applicable.
Proposition 3. For all odd n; n>13; G(n)>n+ 1.
Proof. Proposition 1 shows that G(n)>n for all n>4. In the case G(n) = n, it is
easy to see that there can only be vertices of degree 2 and=or vertices contributing
to (1; 3)-edges. Indeed, let ni (resp. ni+) be the number of vertices of degree i (resp.
of degree at least i) in the corresponding MGG. Then we have n = n1 + n2 + n3 +
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Fig. 6. MBT rooted in A where AB is a (1,3)-type edge.
n4+. Moreover, since G(n) = n, we have 2n>n1 + 2n2 + 3n4 + 4n4+. Hence we have
n1>n3 + 2n4+. However, we know by Corollary 1 that n16n3 + n4+. Hence n4+60.
We then distinguish two cases:
 If there is no (1,3)-type edge, then the considered graph is Cn, cycle of length n.
Consequently, D(Cn) = bn=2c. As bn=2c> dlog2 ne+1 for any n>13, Cn cannot be
MGGn for any n>13.
 If there is at least one (1,3)-type edge AB, then we show, owing to Fig. 6, that the
MBT rooted in A holds at most jV (MBT)j= 4gn − 8 vertices, whatever the number
of (1,3)-type edges is. Yet, for any n>13, n> jV (MBT)j, which shows that case
is impossible too.
Consequently, G(n) 6= n and G(n)>n+ 1.
Theorem 11. For all odd n such that 32p−2+16n62p−1 with p>4; G(n)>d7n=6e.
Proof. The organization of the proof is as follows: rst, prove Property 3, then prove
Lemma 2 which will lead us directly to the proof of the theorem.
Property 3. For odd n such that 3  2p−2 + 16n62p − 1 with p>4, let A be a
vertex of degree 1 in a MGGn, and C be a vertex of degree 2 such that A and C
are at distance 2. Let D be the neighbour of C which is not neighbour of A. Then
we have:
 f1; gngCD;
 D cannot be of degree 2.
Proof. Let B be the neighbour of A, and let q be its degree. The rst part of the prop-
erty comes from Theorem 4, which yields that necessarily f1; gngAB. Consequently,
as we consider a 1-port model, 1 and gn cannot label BC. Yet, C is of degree 2 and
Theorem 5 yields f1; gngBC [ CD, hence the result.
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Fig. 7. MBT rooted in A.
Now let us show that D cannot be of degree 2. If we suppose deg(D) = 2, since
f1; gngCD, owing to the MBTs and RBTs rooted in D, we can prove that necessarily
f2; gn−1gBC and f2; gn−1gDE, where E is the vertex adjacent to D which is not
C, as shown in Fig. 7. Hence, one can notice that q6gn−2. Note that in the case gn=5,
this could not happen since q>4 (cf. Theorem 7) and q6gn − 2, as stated above.
If we now look at the MBT rooted in A, we show that it holds jV (MBT)j = 5 
2gn−4−2gn−q+2 vertices, as shown in Fig. 7. As q6gn−2, jV (MBT)j652gn−4−2,
which is strictly less than n. Hence, D cannot be of degree 2.
Lemma 2. For all odd n such that 3 2p−2 + 16n62p − 1 with p>4; if there are
n3+; vertices of degree at least 3 in a MGGn (vertices incident to (1; q)-type edges
excluded); then there are at most 2n3+; vertices of degree 2.
Proof. Let V2 (resp. V1,V3+) be the set of vertices of degree 2 (resp. of degree 1, of
degree at least 3) in a MGGn. Let V3+; be the set of vertices of degree at least 3 such
that they are not incident to a pendent edge. The aim here is to show jV2j62jV3+;j.
For this, let us look at a vertex A of V2, and let us dene the rst partner of A, as
follows: the rst partner of a vertex A of V2 is the rst vertex B 62 V2 with which
A communicates. Note that the rst partner of a vertex A 2 V2 cannot be in V1 by
Theorem 4, hence it is necessarily in V3+. Now let us consider three cases:
 The rst partner of A is encountered at round 1. Hence it is in V3+; because of
Theorem 4, and due to the 1-port model.
 The rst partner of A is encountered at round 2. Then it is also in V3+; by
Property 3.
 The rst partner of A is encountered at round r>3. We know this cannot occur,
since this would mean that A cannot send its information to all the vertices in the
graph in gn rounds.
Owing to the discussion above, the inequality jV2j62jV3+;j is straightforward.
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Fig. 8. MBT rooted in A.
Proof of Theorem 11. Let us now prove that G(n)>d7n=6e. Let us suppose we have
n1 pendent edges. Let us suppose we have n3+; vertices of degree at least 3, such that
those vertices have no neighbour of degree 1. Then there are (n−n3+;−2n1) vertices
of degree 2. Then we get two inequalities (the rst by Lemma 2 above, the second
thanks to Theorem 7):
1. n− n3+; − 2n162n3+; (I1);
2. 2G(n)>3n3+; + 5n1 + 2(n− n3+; − 2n1) (I2).
(I2) gives: 2G(n)>n3+; + n1 + 2n, while (I1) gives n62n1 + n3+;. Hence
n62n1 + 3  (2G(n)− 2n− n1). Finally, we get G(n)>(7n+ n1)=6. Since there could
be no pendent edges, we get the nal result.
Theorem 12. For all n= 2p − 1; G(n)>d6n=5e.
Proof. The proof is rather long, and is based on the following method: rst, prove
Properties 4{6 then prove Lemma 3. Finally, this will give us the proof of the theorem.
Property 4. For any odd n= 2p − 1 with p>4, if there are two adjacent vertices of
degree 2, A and B, then we cannot have 1 2 AB and gn 2 AB.
Proof. We recall that, in that case, gn=p+1. Let A1 (resp. B1) be the other neighbour
of A (resp. B). If we suppose f1; gngAB, then, thanks to the MBT rooted in A, one
can easily see that necessarily f2; gn− 1gAA1 (resp. BB1). In that case, rebuilding
the MBT rooted in A taking this into account gives jV (MBT)j= 2p − 2<n.
Property 5. For n=2p− 1 with p>3; if A is a vertex of degree at least 3; adjacent
to B and C both of degree 2 such that B (resp. C) is adjacent to A and B1 (resp. A
and C1); then we cannot have deg(B1) = deg(C1) = 2.
Proof. Let us suppose deg(B1) = deg(C1) = 2, as shown in Fig. 8. As n = 2p − 1,
following Property 4 we know that 1 and gn do not label BB1 (resp. CC1) at the
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Fig. 9. MBT rooted in A, where Bj is of degree 2.
same time. Then the only possible cases are when 1 2 BB1 and gn 2 CC1, or the
other way round (this is a consequence of Theorem 5 and Property 4). Suppose,
w.l.o.g., that 1 2 BB1 and gn 2 CC1. Using MBTs and RBTs, this implies f2; gngAB,
f2; gngB1B2; f1; gn − 1gAC and f1; gn − 1gC1C2 (cf. Fig. 8). Then the MBT
rooted in A holds jV (MBT)j= 7 2gn−4 − 2 vertices, which is strictly less than n for
any gn>4. Hence the case deg(B1) = deg(C1) = 2 is impossible.
Property 6. For all n= 2p − 1 with p>4:
 The only (1; q)-type edge that can exist in a MGGn is for q= p;
 If we have a (1; p)-type edge AB in a MGGn such that A is of degree 1, then B
cannot be adjacent to any vertex of degree 2.
Proof. Theorem 4 yields that if AB is a (1; q)-type edge, then f1; gngAB. Therefore,
since gn=p+1 and jABj>2, we have q6p (we recall that the edge AB is taken into
account in the value of q).
Now suppose we have a (1; q)-type edge AB, and let the neighbours of B; A ex-
cluded, be B2 : : : Bq. Now let us build the MBT rooted in A; it holds jV (MBT)j =
2gn−1 − 2gn−q + 2 vertices. As q<gn, the only case for which jV (MBT)j>n is when
q = gn − 1 (and, in that case, jV (MBT)j= 2gn−1 = 2p). Since gn = p+ 1, we get the
result.
Now let us show the second part of the property. Let us consider a (1; p)-type edge,
and suppose that Bj is of degree 2. Let us call Cj the vertex adjacent to Bj which
is not B, as shown in Fig. 9. Then Theorem 5 yields that f1; gngBjCj. If we then
consider the MBT rooted in A, we get jV (MBT)j=2gn−1−2gn−j−1+1, which is strictly
less than n for any j 6= gn − 1.
In the case j=gn−1, however, considering the RBT rooted in A, we get jV (RBT)j=
3 2gn−3, which is strictly less than n for any gn>4.
Lemma 3. For all n=2p− 1 with p>4; if there are n3+; vertices of degree at least
3 in a MGGn (vertices incident to (1; p)-type edges excluded); then there are at most
3n3+;=2 vertices of degree 2.
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Proof. Let us rst decompose V2 as follows:
 V2;a is the set of vertices of degree 2 adjacent only to vertices of degree at least 3;
 V2;b is the set of vertices of degree 2 having a neighbour B 2 V2 such that 1 62 AB;
 V2;c is the set of vertices of degree 2 having a neighbour B 2 V2 such that 1 2 AB.
Clearly, V2 = V2;a  V2;b  V2;c. Let also V3+; be the set of vertices of degree at least
3 such that they are not incident to a pendent edge.
Let b (resp. c) be the function associating to a vertex A of V2;b (resp. V2;c) its
neighbour B of degree at least 3. Note that by Theorem 9, we know that there is
exactly one such vertex B; let then Wb = b(V2;b) (resp. Wc = c(V2;c)). Note that b
(resp. c) is a bijection, owing to the 1-port model, Theorem 5 and Property 4. We
also know that Wb and Wc are subsets of V3+;, by Theorem 9 and Property 6.
Now let ; 	;  and 0 be as follows:
 : V2;c ! Wc;
A 7! B such that gn 2 AB:
	 : V2;b ! Wb;
A 7! B such that 1 2 AB:
We know that (A) 2 Wc for any A 2 V2;c (by Property 4), and that 	(A) 2 Wb
for any A 2 V2;b (by Theorem 5). Moreover, Wc \Wb = ;, thanks to Property 5.
Let us then dene two more functions:
 : V2;a ! V3+; −Wb;
A 7! B such that 1 2 AB:
0 : V2;a ! V3+; −Wc;
A 7! B such that gn 2 AB:
Clearly, any (A) is in V3+;−Wb, because otherwise two edges incident to a vertex
of degree at least 3 would be labelled by 1. Analogously, any 0(A) is in V3+; −Wc.
First, note that, owing to the properties stated above, we know that any vertex
A has an image by any of the functions above, provided it is in the right subset.
Moreover, ; 	;  and 0 are all injective, thanks to the 1-port model. We then get
two inequalities, combining rst ; 	 and , then ; 	 and 0:
1. n26n3+; + jWcj;
2. n26n3+; + jWbj.
If we add those two inequalities, we get 2n262n3+;+jWcj+jWbj. As jWcj+jWbj6n3+;,
we get 2n263n3+;, hence the result.
Proof of Theorem 12. Finally, let us prove the main Theorem, that is G(n)>d6n=5e.
Let us suppose that we have n1 (1; p)-type edges, and n3+; vertices of degree at
least 3 (vertices incident to (1; p)-type edges excluded). Consequently, we have (n−
n3+; − 2n1) vertices of degree 2. Hence the rst inequality, by Lemma 3: n − n3+;
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− 2n163n3+;=2 (I1). Moreover, we have 2G(n)=
P
x2V deg x>3n3+;+(p+1)n1 +
2(n−n3+;−2n1) (I2). (I1) gives 2n−4n165n3+;, while (I2) gives n3+;62G(n)−2n−
(p−3)n1. Hence we have 2n−4n165(2G(n)−2n−(p−3)n1), that is 10G(n)>12n+
(5p− 19)n1. Since there could be no pendent edge, we get the result.
4. Upper bounds for G (n)
In order to nd upper bounds for G(n), we can either nd families of graphs which
are gossip graphs and have ‘few’ edges, or contruct gossip graphs from existing (min-
imum) gossip graphs. We are going to develop both methods in the following.
Proposition 4. For all n; G(n)6bn=2cgn.
Proof. During gossiping, each round 16i6gn takes place on a certain number of edges
Ei. At worse,
Tgn
i=1 Ei = ;, hence G(n)6
Pgn
i=1 jEij. Since jEij6bn=2c 8i 2 f1; : : : ; gng,
the result follows directly.
4.1. Gossip graphs with 2n vertices
Here, we need to introduce the family of Knodel graphs, which appear to be good
candidates for gossiping in minimum time.
Denition 3 (Knodel graph). The Knodel graph [4] on n>2 vertices (n even) and of
maximum degree 166blog2(n)c is denoted W;n. The vertices of W;n are the pairs
(i; j) with i = 1; 2 and 06j6n=2 − 1. For every j; 06j6n=2 − 1, there is an edge
between vertex (1; j) and every vertex (2; j + 2k − 1mod n=2), for k = 0; : : : ; − 1.
For 06k6 − 1, an edge of W;n which connects a vertex (1; j) to the vertex
(2; j + 2k − 1mod n=2) is said to be in dimension k.
Theorem 13. For all even n:
G(n)6
(
n(p−2)
2 if 2
p−1 + 26n63 2p−2 − 4;
n(p−1)
2 if 3 2p−1 − 26n62p − 2:
Proof. We recall that gn = p for such values of n. Let us show the following:
 for even n such that 2p−1 + 26n62p− 2; Wp−1; n is a gossip graph (see Fig. 10).
 for even n such that 2p−1 + 26n63  2p−2 − 4; Wp−2; n is a gossip graph (see
Fig. 11).
First, let us prove that Wp−1; n is a gossip graph for 2p−1 + 26n62p − 2. Let the
gossip scheme be the following:
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Fig. 10. W3;14 is a gossip graph.
Fig. 11. W3;20 is a gossip graph.
 for i 2 f1 : : : p − 1g, vertices communicate through dimension (i − 1) during time
unit i;
 vertices communicate through dimension 0 during time unit p;
It is easy to see that after the (p− 1)th round, a vertex (1; j0) knows all the pieces
of information of vertices (i; j); i = 1; 2 and j = j0; j0 + 1; : : : ; j0 + 2p−2 − 1mod n=2.
Similarly, a vertex (2; j0) knows the pieces of information of vertices (i; j); i = 1; 2
and j = j0; j0 − 1; : : : ; j0 − 2p−2 + 1mod n=2.
Since the last communication takes place through dimension 0, any vertex (i0; j0)
will know the pieces of information of vertices (i; j); i = 1; 2 and j = j0 − 2p−2 + 1
mod n=2; : : : ; j0 − 1; j0; j0 + 1; : : : ; j0 + 2p−2 − 1mod n=2. Which means that any vertex
(i0; j0) knows the pieces of information of all the other vertices in the graph i j0 +
2p−2 mod n=2>j0 − 2p−2 + 1mod n=2, that is n62p − 2. Hence this gossip scheme is
valid for all n not a power of two and thus for 3  2p−2 − 26n62p − 2; Wp−1; n is
a gossip graph. Consequently, we get G(n)6n(p− 1)=2, where p= gn.
Now let us prove that Wp−2; n is a gossip graph for 2p−1 + 26n63 2p−2− 4. We
recall that gn = p. Let the gossip scheme be the following:
 for i 2 f1 : : : p − 2g, vertices communicate through dimension (i − 1) during time
unit i;
 vertices communicate through dimension 0 during time unit p− 1;
 vertices communicate through dimension (p− 3) during time unit p.
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Now let us show that this gives a valid gossip scheme. As previously, we know that
after round p − 2, a vertex (1; j0) knows the pieces of information of all
the vertices (i; j); i = 1; 2 and j = j0; j0 + 1; : : : ; j0 + 2p−3 − 1mod n=2. Similarly, a
vertex (2; j0) knows the pieces of information of all the vertices (i; j); i = 1; 2 and
j = j0; j0 − 1; : : : ; j0 − 2p−3 + 1mod n=2.
As every vertex communicates through dimension 0 during time unit (p − 1),
a vertex (i0; j0) knows all the pieces of information of vertices (i; j); i = 1; 2 and
j = j0 − 2p−3 + 1mod n=2; : : : ; j0 − 1; j0; j0 + 1; : : : ; j0 + 2p−3 − 1 mod n=2.
Finally, there is a communication through dimension (p−3). Let us consider a vertex
(1; j0) and a vertex (2; j0 +2p−3−1mod n=2). As seen above, (1; j0) knows the pieces
of information of (i; j); i=1; 2 and j=j0−2p−3+1mod n=2; : : : ; j0−1; j0; j0+1; : : : ; j0+
2p−3 − 1 mod n=2, and (2; j0 + 2p−3 − 1mod n=2) knows the pieces of information of
(i; j); i=1; 2 and j=j0; j0+1; : : : ; j0+2p−2−2mod n=2). During time unit p, those two
vertices communicate. Thus, they will know the pieces of information of all the other
vertices i j0 + 2p−2− 2mod n=2+ 1>j0− 2p−3 + 1mod n=2, that is n63 2p−2− 4.
Consequently, if 2p−1 + 26n63  2p−2 − 4; Wp−2; n is a gossip graph and thus
G(n)6n(p− 2)=2 where p= gn.
Remark 5. Note that in the case n=2p, it follows directly from Knodel [5] that Wp;2p
is a gossip graph. The same goes for Wp−1;2p−2 in the case n= 2p − 2, since in that
case 2p − 1  1mod 2p − 2.
Corollary 2. For all (p; q) such that p>q + 2>4; (p − q + 1)(2p−1 − 2q−1)6
G(2p − 2q)6(p− 1)(2p−1 − 2q−1).
Proof. The lower and upper bounds are given by Proposition 2 and Theorem 13,
respectively.
Denition 4 (Composition of two graphs). Let us suppose we have two graphs G1
and G2, both of order n. A composition of two graphs G1 and G2 is a graph G of
order 2n built by adding any perfect matching between G1 and G2.
Theorem 14. For all even n; G(2n)62G(n) + n.
Proof. If we self-compose a MGGn, we get a graph with 2G(n) + n edges, able to
gossip in gn+1=g2n, as shown in Fig. 12. We then get a gossip graph with 2G(n)+n
edges.
Remark 6. Note that this construction, as well as the one of Theorem 15, is similar to
Farley’s 2-way and 3-way split method [2], which were rst introduced to get upper
bounds on the size of minimum broadcast graphs.
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Fig. 12. A gossip graph with 2n vertices.
Fig. 13. A gossip graph with 2n1 + n2 vertices.
Corollary 3. If a graph G is a MGG of order 2p−2 (p>5); then any self-composition
of G is a MGG of order 2p+1 − 4.
Proof. Labahn [7] showed that G(2p−2)=(p−1)  (2p−1−1) and that G(2p+1−4)=
p  (2p − 2). Then the self-composition of G is a gossip graph, following the scheme
shown in Fig. 12, with a minimum number of edges.
Theorem 15. For all (n1; n2) such that ni is even; ni62p−1 (i 2 f1; 2g); 2n1>n2 and
2n1 + n2> 2p; G(2n1 + n2)62G(n1) + G(n2) + n1 + n2=2.
Proof. The constraints on n1 and n2 ensure that gn and gni dier by 2 time units at
least for i 2 f1; 2g. Let us now take two copies of a MGGn1 and a MGGn2 . If we
compose subgraphs of those MGGs as shown in Fig. 13, and if we label the edges
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Fig. 14. A gossip graph with 2n + 1 vertices.
added for those compositions by 1 and gn while the three MGGs gossip between 2
and (gn − 1), we get a gossip graph with 2G(n1) + G(n2) + n1 + n2=2 edges.
4.2. Gossip graphs with 2n+ 1 vertices
Theorem 16. For all n 6= 2p; G(2n+ 1)6G(n) + G(n+ 1) + n.
Proof. There are two cases depending on the parity of n, but the proof is similar. We
present here only the case where n is even.
If we suppose n even, we get g2n+1 = gn+1 + 1 = gn + 2. Following the labelling
scheme shown in Fig. 14, we get a gossip graph. Let G1 gossip in gn time units and
G2 gossip in (gn + 1) time units. Moreover, (n+ 1) being odd, there is a vertex V in
G2 such that V is an expert of G2 in gn time units. By labelling UV with (gn+1); U
and V become experts of the whole graph. By labelling an existing edge VW of G2
with (gn + 2); W becomes an expert too. The same goes for the remaining vertices
when composing G1 − fUg by G2 − fV;Wg and labelling the edges added for the
composition with (gn + 2).
Another method to get gossip graphs of odd order is to make use of pendent edges.
Moreover, this method seems to be satisfying, since each time a vertex is added, then
the number of edges increase only by one.
Theorem 17. For all even n such that 2p−1<n62p; and for all odd k such that
2p − n<k <n; G(n+ k)6G(n) + k.
Proof. Since n is even, k is odd and 2p − n<k, we have gn+k = gn + 2. Starting
from G, a MGGn, we add k independent pendent edges. Labelling those pendent edges
with 1 and gn +2 while G gossips between 2 and gn +1 leads to a gossip graph with
G(n) + k edges.
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Corollary 4. For all odd n such that 2p−1 + 16n62p − 1; we have:
G(n)6
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
m(p− 1)− 1 if n= 4m− 1 and n63 2p−2 − 9;
mp− 1 if n= 4m− 1 and n>3 2p−2 − 5;
(m+ 1)(p− 1)− 3 if n= 4m+ 1 and n63 2p−2 − 11;
(m+ 1)p− 3 if n= 4m+ 1 and n>3 2p−2 − 7;
(m+ 1)(p+ 1)− 3 if n= 2p − 3;
m(p+ 1)− 1 if n= 2p − 1:
Proof. Suppose n is odd with 2p−1 + 16n62p − 1. Using Theorems 17 and 13,
we want to construct gossip graphs, starting with Knodel graphs and adding some
pendent edges. For this, we take Knodel graphs of order n0 = 2dn=4e, and add n− n0
pendent edges. Depending on the value of n, the Knodel graph used will be of degree
p− 3; p− 2 or p− 1. Standard calculations then give us the results above.
Theorem 18. If G is a MGGn with 2r vertices of degree 1 (n odd) such that 2p−1 +
2r + 16n62p − 1; then G(n− 2r)6G(n)− 2r.
Proof. As, for these values of n; gn−2r = gn, we get a gossip graph with G(n) − 2r
edges and (n − 2r) vertices, removing from the MGGn 2r vertices of degree 1. We
recall this removal can be done thanks to Theorem 4.
5. Specic values of G (n)
Theorem 19. 166G(13)617.
Proof. Corollary 4 and Theorem 11 give us respectively the lower and upper bound
for G(13).
Observation 1. If there are at least six (1; 4)-type edges in a MGG13; then G(13)=17.
Proof. Proof of Theorem 11 yields that for n=13; G(n)>(7n+n1)=6, where n1 is the
number of (1; q)-type edges. Consequently, if n1>6 then G(13)>17. Theorem 19 then
yields G(13) = 17. Moreover, the only (1; q)-type edges that can exist are (1; 4)-type
ones because:
 (1; 3)-type edges cannot exist for n= 13 (cf. Theorem 7), therefore q>4;
 as g13 = 5 and a (1; q)-type edge is labelled by two time units (namely 1 and gn,
cf. Theorem 4), q64.
Theorem 20. G(15) = 19.
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Proof. We already know that G(15)>18 owing to Theorem 12, and that G(15)619
owing to Corollary 4. Let us recall to those two properties, coming from
Lemma 3:
1. if there are n3+; vertices of degree at least 3, vertices incident to (1; 4)-type edges
excluded, then there can be at most 3n3+;=2 vertices of degree 2;
2. G(n)>18 + n1=10, where n1 is the number of (1; 4)-type edges.
In that case, suppose G(15) = 18. Then there is no (1,4)-type edge. As the only
vertices of degree 1 that can exist are vertices incident to (1,4)-type edges, this means
that we cannot have any vertex of degree 1. Hence, if we have n3+; vertices of degree
at least 3, then we have exactly (n− n3+;) vertices of degree 2. Moreover, we know
that n− n3+;63n3+;=2 (Lemma 3), that is n3+;>6. Since we supposed G(15) = 18,
the only possible case is when n3+; = 6 and n2 = 9.
Let us now consider that case, and recall the proof of Lemma 3, where we had those
two inequalities:
 n26n3+; + jWcj;
 n26n3+; + jWbj.
Those inequalities imply jWij>3 with i 2 fb; cg. As those two subsets are distinct and
n3+;=6, we get jWbj= jWcj=3. However, we know there is a bijection between V2;b
(resp. V2;c) and Wb (resp. Wc), hence jWij = jV2; ij for i 2 fb; cg. But jV2;bj and jV2;cj
are even by denition. Hence there is a contradiction, and G(15) 6= 18. Consequently,
G(15) = 19.
Theorem 21. G(24) = 36.
Proof. As seen in Proposition 2, we know that G(24)>3 24=2, that is G(24)>36.
Moreover, in their study of minimum linear gossip graphs, Fraigniaud and Peters [4]
gave a minimum linear gossip graph with 24 vertices and G1;1(24) = 36 edges, where
G; is the minimum number of edges of a graph that achieves gossiping in g;(n) =
dlog2 ne+(n−1) time units. As G1;1(n)>G(n) for any n; G(24)636, and therefore
G(24) = 36 (Fig. 15).
Theorem 22. G(28) = 56.
Proof. First note that Labahn [7] gave the value of G(n) for n = 2p − 4, but this
only applies for p>6. We know that G(28)>56, owing to Theorem 6, where d= 4.
Moreover, the construction given in Theorem 14 to get an upper bound for G(2n)
yields G(2n)62G(n) + n. As G(14) = 21 [7], we get G(28)656. Hence G(28) = 56,
and the self-composition of a MGG14 is a MGG on 28 vertices.
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Fig. 15. A MGG of order 24.
Table 1
Bounds for G(n) (16n632)
n Lower Upper n Lower Upper n Lower Upper n Lower Upper
1 0 0 9 9 9 17 18 20 25 30 32
2 1 1 10 13 13 18 23 25 26 46 52
3 2 2 11 11 11 19 20 22 27 32 34
4 4 4 12 18 18 20 26 28 28 56 56
5 5 5 13 16 17 21 22 27 29 34 45
6 6 6 14 21 21 22 33 36 30 60 60
7 7 7 15 19 19 23 24 29 31 38 47
8 12 12 16 32 32 24 36 36 32 80 80
6. Summary of the results
To the author’s knowledge, no bounds on G(n) are available in the literature when n
is not precisely known. Therefore, for n= 13; 15 and 176n632, the results shown in
Table 1 are believed to be the best known so far. Moreover, the results printed in bold
characters indicate new exact results for G(n), while the asterisk indicates optimality.
These bounds are given owing to the dierent results presented in this paper, except
for the following values:
 G(18)625, shown in [10].
 266G(20)628: the lower bound comes from [9] (where it was proved that B(20)=
26) and Property 1, while the upper bound comes from [10].
 336G(22)636: the upper bound comes from [10]. The lower bound comes from
the following: we know there cannot be vertices of degree 1 (Thereom 4). Moreover,
we can prove, using MBTs, that a vertex of degree 2 must necessarily communicate
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Table 2
Summary of the results for even n
n Lower bound Upper bound
2p−1 + 26n63 2p−2 − 4 d 5n4 e
n(p−2)
2
n = 3 2p−2 − 2 d 5n4 e
n(p−1)
2
n = 3 2p−2 3n2
n(p−1)
2
3 2p−2 + 26n62p − 2d − 2 d 7n4 e
n(p−1)
2
n = 2p − 2d n(p−d+1)2
n(p−1)
2
2p − 2d + 26n62p − 6 d n(2p−2d+3)4 e
n(p−1)
2
n = 2p − 4 n(p−1)2 [7]
n(p−1)
2 [7]
n = 2p − 2 n(p−1)2 [7]
n(p−1)
2 [7]
n = 2p np2 [7]
np
2 [7]
Table 3
Summary of the results for odd n
n = 4m− 1 Lower bound Upper bound
2p−1 + 16n63 2p−2 − 9 n + 1 m(p− 1)− 1
3 2p−2 − 56n63 2p−2 − 1 n + 1 mp− 1
3 2p−2 + 36n62p − 5 d 7n6 e mp− 1
n = 2p − 1 d 6n5 e m(p + 1)− 1
n = 4m + 1 Lower bound Upper bound
2p−1 + 16n63 2p−2 − 11 n + 1 (m + 1)(p− 1)− 3
3 2p−2 − 76n63 2p−2 − 3 n + 1 (m + 1)p− 3
3 2p−2 + 16n62p − 7 d 7n6 e (m + 1)p− 3
n = 2p − 3 d 7n6 e (m + 1)(p + 1)− 3
at round 1 with a vertex of degree at least 4. Hence the average degree of the graph
is at least 3, and G(22)>33.
Moreover, Tables 2 and 3 give a summary of the results on the bounds for G(n)
presented in this paper, for even n and odd n, respectively.
7. For further reading
The following references are also of interest to the reader: [8,11].
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